Six reasons to expand
your content investments
with IBM Cloud Pak® for
Business Automation
IBM Cloud Pak for Business Automation is a comprehensive platform
that automates processes end-to-end, interconnects systems and
delivers AI-powered insights. With a trade-up to FileNet Content
Manager in the IBM Cloud Pak, you get much more than what you
could get in a stand-alone implementation of FileNet. Here are six
reasons to make the move.

Orchestrate and
automate all types
of business processes

Gain enterprise-grade
container security and
simplified administration

Automatically classify
and enrich document
metadata

Gain low-code app
development tooling
for citizen developers

Automate simple business
processes on your own
while reducing bottlenecks
and manual work to improve
customer experiences
and outcomes.

Built-in tools enforce
container lifecycle security
allowing for more secure
applications. Reduce time
to complete administrative
tasks from days to minutes.

Effortlessly govern your
business processes and
create models without
needing a data scientist.

Integrate content into
custom no-code and
low-code applications,
eliminating content silos
to provide visibility across
the organization.

Auto-collect, archive,
and govern sensitive
or regulated content

Monitor content
actions in real-time
using dashboards

Reduce costs and control
content explosion while
meeting regulatory and legal
retention requirements.

Automatically detect
errors and service level
issues without coding
to continuously improve
customer experiences and
monitor KPIs in real-time.

Get these capabilities and modernize for your
changing customer needs. We can do an evaluation
of your specific workflows and help sort through
potential opportunities with no obligation.
Send a request and mention: FileNet trade-up
Send a request
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